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Worksheet 1A

Module Two

Think about your own resources, what do you rely on to get through tough times?
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The calming feeling from a pet
Trusting a friend
Feeling love from a parent or partner

Examples
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Relational

Breathing
Movement
Self-affirming statements

Examples

Emotional

Feeling good at school work or work
Reading books
Being good at a particular skill

Examples

Intellectual

Being able to reason
Being able to reflect
Being able to problem solve

Examples

Psychological

Gardening
Messy play
Art, singing, dancing

Examples

Creative



Worksheet 1B

Module Two
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Consider reflecting with the

children and young people

you work with, what resources

do they already have?

 

The following page has a resource

to support you with this.



Even the 

people with 

lots of resources 

need to be reminded that

they are there sometimes 

and you probably have 

more than you

 think!

Resources are the things we already have inside of us that help us with tough

times, some people have lots of resources and others have a few resources. 
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Worksheet 2

Module Two

What do you already do that you could use as brainstem calming activities?
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Skipping  netball painting aerobics dancing Karaoke sanding Dog Walking
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Worksheet 3

Module Two
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Can you identify your own psychic wound?

 

 

 

 

Does it feel caring?

 

 

 

 

Did you access your own ability to be calm and grounded by being read to?



Worksheet 4

Module Two
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What have you learnt?

 

 

 

 

What have you discovered?

 

 

 

 

What are you satisfied with?



Worksheet 4

Module Two
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What are you dissatisfied with?

 

 

 

 

What are you surprised by?

 

 

 

 

What is your next step?



Module Two 
Posters & Resources



FOLLOW US
@BeaconHouseTeam

 
Dr Bruce Perry, a pioneering neuroscientist in the field of trauma, has shown us that

to help a vulnerable child to learn, think and reflect, we need to support them in a
sequence which prioritises regulation first so that the brainstem can be calmed. 

Heading straight for the 'reasoning' part of the brain with an expectation of learning, 
will not work so well if the child is dysregulated and disconnected from others.

The Three R's: Reaching The Learning Brain

www.beaconhouse.org.uk

Second: We must relate and connect with the child
through an attuned and sensitive relationship.

First: We must help the child to regulate and calm
their fight/flight/freeze/collapse responses.

Third: We can support the child to reflect, learn,
remember, articulate and become self-assured.



Preparation 
Ask your client to close their eyes or focus on their hands or a spot on the
floor if closed eyes doesn’t feel safe.  Start with circular breathing: breathing in
through the nose to the count of 3 and out of the mouth to the count of 5.
 
Brainstem
Start by exploring, with your client, the sensations in the body that
being calm brings up for them. Ask them to name sensations associated with
calmness and identify where they experience them in the body. Take your
time with this and expand with them where possible “I wonder if….” and “is
there anything else?”. Once they are established, tap them in 10 - 12 times
tapping slowly (as per the video).
 
Limbic Brain
Ask your client to create a landscape, imaginary or real, where they think
this calm experience may take place. Be curious and take your time, learning
as many details as possible as this is what cements the relationship to this
place; what they see, smell, hear and even taste amplifies the experience and
checking “is there anything else?”. Once it is established, tap it in 10 - 12 times
tapping slowly (as per the video).
 
Cortical Brain
Ask your client to think of a name, a title or a single word that encapsulates
the entire experience. Once they have one, tap this in 10 - 12 times tapping
slowly (as per the video).
 
Ask the client to hold all the elements of the experience in mind, repeating
back all the elements that have been spoken about and then tap this in 10 -
12 times tapping slowly (as per the video).

Tapping In
The Calm Place Installation
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 extraordinary one 
They say he’s too quiet.

They say she’s too inquisitive.

They say he’s too energetic.

They say she’s too sensitive.

 

They say these things thinking it will help,

But it doesn’t really.

It only causes worry and the pressure to conform.

The truth is, changing would be a tragedy.

 

Because when they say “too quiet,”

I see introspection.

Don’t change, thoughtful one.

You’re gonna bring quiet wisdom to the chaos.

 

Because when they say ”too inquisitive,”

I see problem solving.

Don’t change, little thinker.

You’re gonna to bring answers to the toughest questions.

 

Because when they say “too energetic,”

I see vitality.

Don’t change, lively one.

You’re going to bring love and laughter to desperate times.

 

Because when they say “too sensitive,”

I see heart.

Don’t change, deep feeler.

You’re going to bring compassion to hurting souls.

 

They might say change is needed.

But I ask that they look a little deeper and observe a little longer.

From where I stand, these individuals are just as they should be:
On their unique path, bringing the world exactly what it needs to thrive.

 

Don’t change, extraordinary one.

You’re gonna light this place up.

Don't change
© Rachel Macy Stafford 2014


